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Summary

4-PI SSC MUON MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTIONS INDICATED*

ELEVATION VIEW

We report here on results from the Muon Detector Group
•vhich met to discuss aspects of muon detection for the reference
4T detector models put forward for evaluation at the Snowm&sa
1936 Summer Study. We report on: suitable overall detector ge-
irce'.jy: muon energy loss mechanisms; muon orbit determina-
•ion; muon momentum and angle measurement resolution; raw
muon rates and trigger concepts; plus we identify SSC physics for
•vhich muon detection will play a significant role. We conclude
"hat muon detection at SSC energies and luminosities is feasible
ind will play an important role in the evolution of physics at
•.he SSC.

Detector Mo deli and Muon Geometry

Several basic 4* detector geometries were discussed at Snow-
mass. The muon reconstruction component of these detectors
hardly varies in purpose or geometry, but modest variations in
•he size of the inner detectors can have dramatic effects on the
•veight, cost and electronic characteristics of the surrounding
muon detector. This, of course, is because the needed iron ab-
sorber thickness for identifying and measuring the momentum
of muons is independent of the overall detector size. Also, the
=iuon detector weight increases roughly aj the cube of the di-
mensions. The needed tracking resolution for muone tends to be
Independent of the overall ir detector dimensions, so the num-
ber of wire chamber electronic channels tends to grow as the
iquare of the detector size.

For the above reasons, we choose a specific 4JT geometry and
:"ocus our discussion on it. The geometry can be seen in Figure
I. In this approach, the detector is thought of is having three
basic types of components: a central iron detector of square sn-
nular shape that carries the rpturn magnetic field of the central
jolenoid; two square iron end caps that support self-contained
•oroidal magnetic Selda; two long, cylindrical forward detectors
:, .ron with toroidal magnetic fields for measurement of sm&ll-

ir.gle muons. It may be appropiiate to subdivide the five major
pieces into smaller, mechanically separate units, but we do not
propose to develop such engineering aspects of the muon detec-
:or here.
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Figure 1: Schematic elevation view of the magnetized iron muon
detector. Overall scale and directions of magnetization are shown

It might appear that the overall central/end-cap geometry is
magnetically awkward and the magnetic field distribution non-
uniform We are informed by the central detector groups, how-
ever, that for reasons connected with utility and cable flow is
well as personnel access, the seemingly unused corner spaces are
in fact efficiently utilized. We accept this view as stated.

Likewise, the iron thickness for filtering out hadrons and pho-
tons is pretty much independent of energy on the scale of tens
to hundreds of GeV, and is taken as 3 meters, except in the
forward detectors where the issue of muon momentum resolu-
tion takes over and demands a toroid length of 5 meters for the
small-angle toroids and in the end-cap detector where 4 meters
of iron is needed for optimum momentum resolution.

It has been assumed that particle tracking in the Iron is ac-
complished with three-layer proportional drift tubes functioning
in the drift mode for maximum spatial resolution. The inclusion
of three layers of tubes at each raeaauring station allows for some
inefficiency in detection while maintaining appropriate left righ'.
ambiguity resolution capability. Non-bend direction coordinates
are assumed to be measured by induced-charge cathode strips,
resistive charge-division, time-of-flight or other lower resolution
means. Such methods are already routinely used in existing
muon detectors with present colliders. The muon fluxes at SSC
will not increase to the extent that they compromise this basic
approach (see rates discussion later in this paper).

Considerations of optimizing the magnetically determined
momentum resolution lead to the decision to place measuring
stations at the surface of each magnetized iron jibaorber, at
two locations within the absorbers (the one-third ]



some distance away from the outside iron surface (lever arms).
Aspects of the spatial and momentum measurement of high en-
ergy muona in magnetized iron appear, along with a discussion
of the basic energy loss mechanisms, in later sections of this
paper.

All these wire distributions and momentum measuring :on-
•"•.derations are epitomized in Figure 2, a symbolic representation
•f the spatial layout and w\re geometry of the muon detector
•omponenta. Aj noted in this figure, it is estimated that there
will be at least about 108K individual proportional wire tubes
.n the detector, so there w\U be i t least this many electronic
signal processing channels as well. The triggering capabilities
\nd momentum reconstruction power of these wires is covered
n liter sections of this paper.
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Aspects of Muon Momentum Measurement at the SSC

The optimization cf the design of the components to measure
muons at the SSC is complex and subtle. At the SSC we enter a
new domain in which radiative processes become major energy
'.oss mechanisms for muons. One effect ia due to catastrophic
energy loss eliminating any muon measurement. Another effect
is th' generation of soft electromagnetic showers which accom-
pany the muon and can generate many tracks around the muon
which can completely obscure or mask the true muon track at
a superplane. This section considers these effects and then alsu
i'.scusaes muon momentum resolution for different iron toroid
•ieametriea and what additional information ia available from
•.he central field and return yoke. We did not consider in detail
momentum resolution in air core magnets.

Muon Energy Lose

As of 19,70, data concerning the muon 8ux deep underground
were beginning to appear from three large neutrino detectors
Utah, CWI (South Africa), and KGF (India)). Only muons

with an energy of 50 TeV or so could penetrate the deepest of
them. It was of interest to relate the underground muon inten-
sity as a function of depth (/BCi)) to a production spectrum,
so the analysis had to incorporate the catastrophic energy loss
mechanisms which dominated &t multi-TeV energies. While the
comparison with experiment contained more caveats than we
might like, the agreement of t?(h) with expectation siaid that
nothing wss seriously wrong with our understanding of muon
interactions in matter at many tens of TeV.

However terTible the formulae, muon energy loss and fluc-
tuations are fairly straightforward. Bremsstrahlung dominates,
followed in importance by pair production. Both are described
accurately enough by the lowest-order diagrams, with most of
the complication (and uncertainty) coming from the complexity
of such factors as atomic shielding and nuclear size. Photonu-
clear interactions are less well understood, but enter at only the
5% level.

For any of these radiative processes, ths probability of a given
fractional energy loss in a collision has only a weak energy de-
pendence. It is therefore convenient (and has been standard for
a long time in the cosmic ray industry) to write the average
muon energy less rate as
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Figure 2: Magnetic and proportional wire detector geometry for
the muon detector. A total of 108K electronic wire detector
channels is needed.

One final note on the overall detector geometry: we assume
the iron part to be fabricated of a magnetically-goft, mild steel
with mill tolerances for dimensions and flatness. Only on mating
magnetic-flux crossing surfaces do we assume surface machining
is this treatment used on all surfaces would significantly increase
detector costs. We further assume that conventional copper wire
windings establish the toroidal magnetic fields at about the 18
kgauss level. The central detector field comes from a super-
conducting coil whose magnetic Bux is returned in the iron of
the central muon detector. This field will also be about 15-18
kgauss.

- (dE/dx) = a{E) + b(E)E . ( 1 )

Here a{E) is the usual ionization energy loss, a la Bethe-Block
and Steraheiraer, and b(E)(= bt(E) +• bf/(E)) ia the sum of the
fractional energy losses due to bremsstrahlung, pair production,
and photonuclear processes. The ionization part rises slowly
with the logarithm of the energy, while the various parts of b(E)
are shown in Figure 3. Given the alow variation of a{E) and
b(E) with energy, we may treat the coefficients as constant to
obtain E ss (a/6)(exp bx- 1) for the average range-energy
relationship for multi-TeV muons.
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Figure 3: Contributions to the fractional energy loss by muona
Sue to radiative processes in iron, aa obtained from Lohmaiin et

Since there is essentially no difference between electron and
muon energy loss, * the cross auctions are very nearly those ob-
:ained by Bethe and Heitler more than 50 years ago1. A number
of improved details were addeU by several workers (mostly Rus-
sian) about 1970, in connection with the cosnuc ray analysis
mentioned above3. Muoa bremsstrahlung on nuclei was stud-
ied "by Petrukhin and Sheatakov, who included atomic electron
screening and finite neculear size3. Galitskii and Kelner consider
bremsatrahJung from atomic electrons". Rosentai5 has noted
that the screened atomic electron contribution can be included
:n the nuclear bremsstrahlung cross section by replacing Z3 with
Z(Z ~~ 1.2). He also discusses other corrections which might
reduce the cross section by u much as b%, which we take as the
present uncertainty.

Kelner and Kotov developed the cross sections for pair prod-
uction*, which are considerably more complicated. Further re-
inements were made by Kokoulin and Petrukhin7. A compar-
ison of these and other improvements to the Bethe-Heitler for-
mula is given by Wright8. Again following Rozental, atomic
electron contributions can be included in the pair production
case by replacing Z1 by Z[Z -t- 1.3).

Parallel but apparently unrelated calculations were made by
Tsai9, who notes that term* linear in Z are incorrectly dropped
by other authors. It is interesting that Lohin&nn et al.10 and
the authors of GEANT follow the RuMiaa papers,* while Van
Ginneken11 uses Tsai's work. The contributions to the fractional
loss coefficient obtained from Van Ginneken's program are about
10% below thoa« obtained from Lohmann et oi. In view of the
forthcoming SSC experiments, a new review of the subject would
be moat useful.

The formulae give cross sections as functions of fractional

> a few final"The CTOM lection K i l o u (mam)-1 , and in the electron cs
states are excluded by the Pauli principle.

Ml ii a matter of tait« w i ther the diagram* In which the photon u
rudiated by the electron [rather than the inqon) art eomidered u part of
brenuatralUwig or u a radiative correction to ionixatioa loo. Unliia the
rest of the radiative procewa, thi» procea doe« aot Kale u l / £ , u « ,
prefer the latter to avoid a rat Her meaninglea. divergence of bh(E) at low
energies. Van Ginn«ken doe» treat it aa part of bremmranlnoi11

'Except that they iadnde ele=trons with the factor Z{Z + 1) rusher than
using doiental'a resnlu.

energy loss, «. The bremsstrahlung cross section goes roughly
as 1, v over most of the range, while in the pair production case
the distribution goes as V* to u"1. "Hard" losses are thus more
probable in bremsstrahlung, and in fact energy losses to pair
production may very nearly be treated aa continuous. Photonu-
dear interactions are subject to even more extreme fluctuations.
but are responsible for only a few percent of the average loss.

Monte Carlo procedures for choosing events from a given dis-
tribution in u are well known, and to the best of our knowledge
ire done correctly in all of the transport codes. Scattering an-
gles are in the 3-body final state have already been earned out
in obtaining the u distributions. Van Ginneken" calculates an
rms muon scattering an&le at each u, then assumes a gaussian
distribution about it. He takes the width of the distribution aa
half the tms angle. The angle is calculated using the appropriate
average from the complete differential distribution, but practi-
cally identical results are obtained assume the photon is emitted
parallel to the radiating fermion (the peaking approximation I
We cannot comment on the validity of his gaussian distribution
simpliBcation, and we have not examined how GEAXT .rears
the problem.

Calculations have been made using Van Ginneken's TRAMU,
the muon transport code contained in a recent version of CASIM.
In Figure 4 we show the momentum distribution of an incident
2 TeV muon pencil beam after it traverses 3 m of iron. A ra-
diative tail is evident, u is a long tsil of events in which a very
large fraction of the initial momentum has been lost. By setting
program traps, we observed that moat muono in the radiative
tail have undergone a hard bremastrahlung, while those which
have lost substantial energy have experienced photonuclear in-
teractions. The moet probable energy loss is 13 GeV, or about
5 MeV g-'em3. The full width at half maximum of the distri-
bution is 14 GeV, or 0.7%. Only 10% of the incident muons
lost mote than 2.5% of their incident energy, little more than
four times the most probable loss. In contrast, multiple scat-
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Figure 4: The momentum distribution of 2 TeV/c muons af-
ter traversing 3 m of iron, as obtained with Van Ginneken's
TRAMU muon transport code. The most probable loss is 13
GeV, and the full width at half maximum 14 GeV (0.7%). Ten
percent lost more than 2.5% of their energy, and 1.5% lost more
than 10% of their incident energy.



•.enng limits any momentum measurement to about 10%, even
with ideal tracking. Except for an occasional event and for their
effect on the mean energy Io38, catastrophic energy losses we
".herefore unimportant for an iron, spectrometer at the SSC.

Soft Showers and Track Confusion

We next consider how often extra particles associated with
•he muon prevent the nuon trajectory measurement. Using the
equations in Roasii: and Kopp ?t ui.13, we can calculate ;he
probability per centimeter that a muon of energy E* radiates
\ photon or electron of energy e. By combining these results
•.vith a parameterization of the longitudinal E-M shower devel-
opment, we can calculate the joint probability that a muon ra-
iiatea a shower whose origin Is upstream of a auperplane and
which contributes n, or more particles in the superplane, that is
-.he probability L[t) • P{t.E,). The specific parameterization of
•he shower development LS derived from EGS1*. The result is, of
course, subject to Suctuations as well as systematic errors. In
.lustration of the precision, the calculated number distribution
of electrons in a 5 GeV shower is shown in Figure 5 compared to
'.he calculation described in Crawford and Mease!15. The EGS
result is reported to describe data in the tail with a precision of
about 2-3%.
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Table I

R&di&tive probibuiuw for &
Integrated

Probability

U.1O54E-OO

O.7O52E-O3

0 9852E-0J

Average
length

IS 5(cm)

33.7

17 9

muon of 1OCC
Average

energy

4 3(G«V)

ioa.9

8 2

GeV
Weighted

Probability

' Ht) Ph. E,,d>.
0 57O8E-O2

Q JQ85E-O3

0 5519E-Q3

The conclusion of this analysis is the calculation of the total
probability (P(0I) that the muon is accompanied at the super-
plane by three or more electrons. Thus the probability that a
muon wnl be "clean" (i.e. single tracks ..i each superplane) in "\
superplanea is P£(. In Figure 8 the dependence on momentum
of this probability of a clean track is shown for thret- pianes I the
typical 2 x 1.5 m of magnetized iron discussed elsewhere in th;i
report) The poor efficiency at high momentum is obvious. In
Tontrast the efficiency is also shown for four planes, assuming
"hree or more can be used to calculate the momentum. About
50 cm or more of iron will remove the shower correlation between
s'iperpianea.

DEPENDENCE ON MINIMUM ELECTRON ENERGY
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Figure 5: The longitudinal development of the electromagnetic
cascade, as parameterized by the EGS program and as calculated
by Messel and Crawford.

The various processes each contribute in differing ways. The
rr.ost probable process to create a > 1 GeV shower at 1 TeV
-.a direct pair production, however, i is peaked to low energies
and the weighted probability is reduced compared to the more
infrequent but more energetic bremsstrahlung. In Table 1 the
results of the calculation are shown for one muon energy.
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Figure 8: The number of electrons at shower maximum with
energies in excess of the minimum electron energy.

The calculation was done counting only the electrons in the
shower with energies in excess of ,1.5 MeV. The reduction in
the number of purticles as this minimum energy is increased is
shown in Figure 7. If the minimum energy is increased to 30
MeV (the critical energy of iron), the the number is reduced by
about half—and the weighted probability at E, = 1000 GeV ,s
reduced by 3G%.



PROBABILITY OF A MEASUREABLE TRACK
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Figure 7 The probability chat a muon of energy iTu can be
measured: i) requiring three unobscured planes in & three plane
configuration, and ii) requiring at least torse unobscured planes
;n & four p.ane configuration.

Magnetic Measurement Resolution for Muom

In considering the questiou of muon physics the detector de-
r.gn must '.ike cognizance of three separate functions it has to
perform: muon identification (i.e., separation from hadronsj,
x.uon momentum measurement, and capability to provide a.
:nuon trigger. In this section we shail discuss the Question of
—omentura measurement precision that can be obtained in dif-
ferent systems.

The general considerations of muon measurements at high
energy have been discussed in detail by Vos* and Zupanic1'. We
refer the reader to that work for general discussion and hers
shall only apply some of their results to a few cases of interest.
specifically, we consider here three questions: the comparison of
air gap and iron systems for muon measurement, the precision
attainable by the conventional outer magnetized iron system in
a 4T detector and potential utility of instruir.anting the solenoid
3ux return iron to provide muon momentum measurement. On
:he last two points, in order to be specific, we use Model A SSC
detector sa the case study for our calculations.

It is well known that bremstrahlung and pair production be-
:ome 'he dominant energy 1CM mechanisms in thick absorben)
ibove 300 GeV (see previous section). Nevertheless, these ef-
fects pKy a relatively minor role in measurement considerations.
Their main effect is to generate additional tracks around the
.•nuon. which may contribute somewhat to tracking confusion.
For our purposes we can ignore these phenomena except to al-
low that they may require additional measurement planes to
provide the required number of clean hits in any single plane
cluster. The detector geometry shown in Figure 2 incorporates
•.he extra needed planes as noted.

Air core va Ft magnets. The majn points to remember here
ire the following:

1 the Seld B that one can obtain in large volume magnets .s
somewhat higher in iron magnets;

2. H.gh accuracy in relative au^uiem is easier to achieve :r.
air core magnets:

3 Air core magnets are free of brenistrahlung, pair prodic-
'.;on, aad energy los,s complications;

4. Fractional momentum resolution ;a .ron magnets is typi-
cally limited by Coulomb scattering to about W%.

The fractional momentum error due to Coulomb scatter:.".?
*lecr?ases slowly, i t . u L~l 3 On the oth«r hand, '.he length 'A
s.agitta increases as L1 and hence fractional momentum measure-
ment error goes as L"!. This much more rapid dependence in the
latter case means that for practical systems higher tnomer.fi^i
precision is attainable with the air core system, This persist?
.nto the TeV region. The proponents of the air core rauon sp«"--
•.r-irr.e'.er patterned after the L3 detector cliiim a Ap p of 4 "•.
at 1 Te\'. On the osher hand, because of higher field obtain-
able probably easier construction, and ability to combine muor.
.diinv.tlca'cion with momentum measurement in a single system,
.-•on tr.agneta are generally used for muon detection and mea-
surement in all-purpcse 4ir detectors such as the one discussed
.n this paper.

A/eusvjremeni precision in an txtcrnal iron muon spectrome-
ter. For the s&Jce of definiteness we use SSC Model A detector
parameters, i.e., a, path of 3 m iron magnetized to 2T. We per-
form our calculations at 6 = 80°. We assume that coordinates
axe measured in the bend plane in 3 places: at the entrance and
exit of the iron and in the center. We also assume that in each
place 100/i spatial precision can be reached. This will likely ne-
cessitate 4-8 planes in each location with 20O-250M resolution
and careful attention to relative alignment.

We calculate the precision attainable in 4 separate situations:

1. no other measurements are made, i.e., we rely entirely on
sagitta, measurement in iron;

2. the muoa direction at the entrance to ^ spectrometer is
measured in the bend plane by appropriately iaitrument-
ing flux return iron (note that the field there is in or-
thogonal direction and thus does not affect the incoming
direction measurement in that plane); we assume that this
is done by providing another measurement with 10CV pre-
cision at a point 1 m inside the flux return;

3. either the incoming or the outgoing muon direction is mea-
sured in air; again, 100/j precision is assumed 1 m away:

4. the incoming direction is measured in iron, the outgoing
in air; the optimum measurement case (both directions in
air) is not substantially different from this case.

These situations are illustrated in Figure 8. and the result?
for several representative energies are given in Table 2. Severa;
comments need to be made regarding results in the table. The
Srst one, a relatively trivial one, is to pcint out that for case D .
the lowest energy entries are anomalously high. This is simply
due to the fact that the distance for initial angle measurement
is not optimized and as a result we introduce excessive Couloir,
scattering error. The second comment should draw atter.t.-.r.



:o the fact that our improvement for I angle measurement is
aowhere nearly ai dramatic ai in the example used by VOM
and Zupanic. This is a reflection of different parameter! used:
specifically 5 m vg 3 m for path in magnetized Iron and rather
poor (300n) resolution in the iron used by them u compared to
'.heir high precision initial angle measurement (Q 1 unradi.

1? 3. Muon momentum measurement schemes for various
d-iron geometries aa described :n the text

Table 2
Relative Meaiurcment Precision for Ouuida F« Spectrometer
1. Iron only 2. 1 angle (in Fe) 3. 1 angle (in tit) 4. 2 anglea

Momentum i
200 GeV
400 GeV
700 GeV

1 TeV
2 TeV

12
13
17
21

38

.4%
.9%
. 3 % •

.7%

.2%

U .
1!..
18.
21.

3U.

1%
2%
0%

6%
0%

12.3%
13.6% 1
16.6% |

• 20.4% i
35.3%

11.0% !
11.7% |
13.3% !

15.6% 1
24.8% .

ENERGY RESOLUTION OF MUON SPECTROMETER
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Thin last comment points out the fact that the total f/tiea.
can only be optimized if all the parameters are known and u.i-
deratood. Even an extra meter of drift space on the outside of
the detector has significant repercussions on the volume of '.he
experimental hall and thus on the overall coats. Thus it is im-
portant to understand whether the specific parameters of ".he
•ietector warrant that addition.

For example, the next two figures consider the tradeoff be-
'.ween resolution and efficiency. In Figure 9 the resolution LS
plotted for the 3 plane sagitta measurement (two 1.5 meter in&g-
p.etiied iron inserts) with & superplane position resolution of 100
aicrons, a formidable technical challenge. Also plotted 13 the
case in which the muon is measured by the initial slope and a
position after 3m of magnetized iron. Finally, the resolution
when both jagitta and alope are measured.

It is interesting to compare the combined three plane i*.rat-
"gy to one using the same 3m of magnet, but divided ..v.o four
<iperplanea with poorer position resolution. In Figure 10. '.he
resolution is shown for the case of 4 planes of 300 micron posi-
•.;oa resolution with and without the initial slope measurement
•ogether with that for the combined high resolution three plane
solution. The degradation in resolution is considerable, but ia
p&rtiaily compensated by the higher efficiency of measurement.

ENERGY RESOLUTION OF MUON SPECTROMETER
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Figure 9: The resolution of the muon energy for various
5urement strategies i.e. number of planes and the initial angle,
•he resolution of the initial angle uses the point, resolution in a

plane for two planes separated by 1 m of air).

Figure 10-. The resolution of the muon energy for various mea-
surement strategies and point resolution.

Flux return mearurements. The flux return iron provides
magnetized steel that in principle, at least, can be used &s a
muon spectrometer. In the Model A detector, ftui return star's
after 5.0 interaction lengthi of material. This is marginal, from
the point of view of eliminating residual hadronic showers, but
may be sufficient for tracking. Assuming that all the 2ax :s
returned through that iron, one obtains Seld strength of IT ..-.
the flux return.



In principle, if the flux return iron ia instrumented, it can be
•laed to provide momentum measurement in two different ways
which axe essentially totally independent. The first method is
list the conventional sagit:a measurement which can be comple-
mented to increase accuracy by measuring the outgoing angle in
•.he conventional M spectrometer outside. The other method re-
.es on meaaurement of the incoming angle in the flux return iron
9 in Figure 11) ind osing that to measure the projected impact

parameter at the vertex This impact parameter u directly re-
lated to the momentum of the muon by virtue of the calculable
.-elation to the deflection :n the magnetic field of the solenoid.
One should note chat no tracking maide the coil is required. The
momentum error is directly related to the error on S whicu has
:o be augmented by the Couiomb scattering contribution in the
ooil and calorimeters.

FVJX

RETITLN

t

.ENT-Ui
TRACKING

VERTEX
PARAMETER

Figure 11: Measurement of muon momentum in magnetized iron
by the impact parameter method.

The results are exhibited in Table 3. In performing the cal-
culations we have assumed again that lOOji resolution in one
location can be achieved and that Sux return can be instru-
mented in such a way as to give the optimized entrance angle,
i.e. 8, measurement.

Table 3
Relative Measurement Precision form Flux Return Spectrometer

1. Iron only I. Iron plus 1 angle 3. Impact Parameter
Momentum (i.e.
200 GeV
400 GeV •
700 GeV

1 TeV
2 TeV i

sagitta meas.)
34%
39%

50%
63%

113%

34%
35%

38%

, 41%
56%

I
28%

! 29%
32%
35%

1 49%

ber measurements, y, spectrometer, and instrumented iix re
turn.

Table 4
Summary of Measurement Precision from Different Methods

Central tracker M-'pectrometer Flux return
'2 angles) (b<kc combined)

Momentum
200 GeV
100 GeV
700 GeV

1 TeV
2 TeV

4.6% !

9.2% :
16% •

23% ,
46%

11%
12%
13%
16%
25%

22%
23%
25%
27%
37%

Finally, for completeness, we summarize in Table 4 the opti-
mum accuracy that can be obtained from central tracking chexn-

SSC Phynlci with Muona

The discovery physics at SSC which can be investigated v.;'.h
muons is related to the circumstance that stable, heavy, charged
particles dec.iy via weak interactions into muon, pius muor.-
neutrino, plus other particles a significant fraction of the time,
u d that th<: muon and its neutrino carry off a large amount
of the decaying particle's mass as laboratory energy. It is also
observed thtkt stable heavy neutral particles typically decay into
U"M~ & mensurable fraction of the time, in this case producing
& completely reconstructable state with high energy final-state
muons. These properties, along with the distinct particle iden-
tification capability associated with muons, allow a wide variety
of gauge bceoas, real and postulated, to be investigated via their
muonic decays.

In this section, we first note the special advantages enjoyed
by a muon detector with good angular coverage and momentum
resolution, and then discuss a particular process connected with
measuring; the forward-backward decay asymmetry of new types
of gauge boeona and how the measurement of such decay asym-
metries can reveal properties of the new bosons. The detailed
physics arguments that propose the existence of the postulated
particles ire covered in the references.

Detection of muona with good anguler coverage and momen-
tum resolution will be important at the SSC for a number of
reasons:

1. Siijni of Iepto7i$ (including those above 1 TeV) are of great
interest:

(a) New Z's, decaying to lepton pairs, have characteris-
tic asymmetries which serve as "fingerprints" of the
extended gauge group'7;

(b) like-sign leptona are key signatures for Majorana neu-
trino pairs when suitable kinematic selections are made''
(such sign information is not available for the corre-
sponding highest-energy electrons).

2. Muons are more easily identified in jtts than electrons.
and one is often interested in the lepton sign in such caaes

3. Muon-eUetron correlation) are a useful diagnostic tool for
3'jeing whether leptons are produced in:

(a) pairs via a neutral current (e.g., a virtual photon or
Z).

(b) uncorrelated weak decays of heavy quarks, or



c) exotic decay processes (e.g., those19 favoring/ie); thus
o n e c o m p a r e s t h e r a t e s f o r i ~ e ~ , n ~ n ~ . e * M ~ . a n c i c ^ '

A, Z or ->' only gives t~t~ and n"u". decays of b.
c, t. or r pairs can also give unlike ieptons.

4. Very forward detection may be easier for muons than tor
electrons. One of :he ieptons of a /iiyh-mass pair is often
euu'.'.ed at a small ungie ;n hadron colliders'0

i Good "lojj rcioiution may be achievable with muons in
combination with sign information, at leas: in a detector
designed specifically for the purpose21 New gauge bosons
may have widths leas thin a few percent of their masses.
One will want to measure these widths, and to observe
interferences with known amplitudes1'.

In addition to the general points noted above, good muon
ietection at the SSC permits the atudy of forward-backward
nymnpiripn associated with the Ieptonic decay products of new
gauge bosons. These forward-backward asymmetries test the
vector- and axial-vector couplings of the new bosons to quarks
md leptons'":J

Elsewhere,1" " a class of bosons has been discussed of the
form 2 [9) = Zx cosS - Z, 3in0,.vhere Zx and Zv r--e two bosons
arising in £« GUTs. The leptonic forward-biickwajd asymme-
tries in pp reactions are odd functions of rapidity y, and depend
strongly on 9. However, at the resonance peak, they are very
5mall for a wide range of 9. Off-ptak forward-backward asym-
metries in pp — l~l~ - .. . tell more about the couplings of new
bosuns by interfering their resonant amplitudes with those of
the photon and the Vandard" Z33. We show an example of
such asymmetries in Figure .12.14 They are quite pronounced for
i wide range of angles 9, and are detectable even for a boson
the 'Z»') which displays no asymmetry at the resonance peak.
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Figure 12: Forward-backward asymmetries of leptona in pp —•
l~l' - ... integrated over the mass ranges a)500 < i\f(/"/+) <
ISOGtV, b) 700 < .Vf((-r) < 75QCeV, aa functions of mbcinR
mgle 9 describing a new 'Z(fl)" of m&as 750 GeV. Here v

/ l =
40 GeV. The asymmetry vanishes for y=0 and thus has been
calculated using /„»— riy(do, dy)^./v°___ dy(dcjdy) in the manner
described in Ref. 24.

The necessary angular coverage for muon detection ifl dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere in these proceedings35. An example
is ^.own in Figure 13 which gives the 2-lepton acceptance for
Z, - r / - for Z masses of 500, 1000 and 2000 GeV. Shown are
the angular acceptances with no requirements, with one lepton
having P, < 1000 GeV/c, and with both leptons being less than
1000 GeV c. These acceptances were identical to those of a
standard' Z of the same mass.

Muon Trigger Rates

This section presents calculations of the raw single and rr.ulti-
muon trigger rates for an idealized 4ir detector. It also w,i!l
give their angular and p, distributions. It is an elaboration of
previous considerations of the SSC muon trigger rate-6.

The ISAJET program (version 5.20) was used to generate
proton-proton interactions at 40 TeV. The 150 mb inelastic cross
section was assumed to be composed of 100 mb of minimum
bias events and 50 mb from two-jet events with pt from 5 to
300 GeV/c. A sample of 20000 ISAJET events were used, with
about equal number of events for every doubling of the pt range.
Each event was weighted by its cross section and a luminosity
of 10M was assumed to convert the rate into Hertz. Above p,
of 20 GeV/c, QCD events which did not evolve into a heavy
quark decaying into a lepton were discarded at the generation
3tage2T. In order to increase the statistical precision, electrons
were treated as if they were muons (with appropriate corrections
included). The accuracy of using ISAJET events to calculate
rates has both systematic and statistical limitations. The rela-
tive minimum bias to low p, QCD weighting is not well known
Statistically, the biggest limitation is in studying multi-muon



processes The. 20000 generated events yielded about 250 with
two or more muons (and/or electrons) with angles greater than
5 degrees. Thus the multi-muon results (and the higher pi single
muons) have statistical errors of about 30%.

The detector geometry was assumed to be that of the SSC-
CDG Model B 4* detector3*. The central detector waa a cylinder
5-m long with a 2.5-m radius and extending to 18.5 m in the
forward region below 5 degrees. The calorimeter had a total of
12 X and was assumed to be uranium-liquid argon. The muon
toroid had 3 m of iron above 30 degrees, 4 m from 20-30 degrees,
and 5 tn below 20 degrees.

Raw muou triggers have four sources:

1. *~,K~ and Kl decays;

2. hadron punchthrough;

3. prompt muons;

4. cosmic rays.

By fax the largest source is from decays. To calculate the
decay rate, each charged pion or kaon and Ki waa assigned
a decay probability with its path length being the distance to
the calorimeter plua one absorption length. In addition, the
decay muon had to have enough energy to penetrate the iron.
Pimchthrough rates were calculated using the WAI parameteriza-

iQ 70 80 90

tion29 for the punchthrough probability P = exp-'(A - 1.53£ ")
'(.89£1M)|. Prompt muon rates were enhanced by looking at
heavy quark jet decays; they dominated the single muon rate at
large p( and at all modeat p, multi-muon rates.

The angular rates for muon triggers are given in Figure 14
(with the two hemispheres being summed). Abo shown in Fig-
ure 14 are the raw particle flux (mostly pions and kaons) of the
events and the rates in the first muon layer immediately follow-
ing the_coarae hadionic calorimeter. For particles exiting from
the mu6n iron, decays dominate with prompt muons contribut-
ing about 7% of the total and punchthroughs less than 10~s.
The p, distributions of the exiting muon are given in Figure
15 for particles in the central and forward regions. This figure
shows that in order to lower the rate to below I Hz one has to
go beyond a p, of 100 GeV/c.

20 40 60 80 100

ANGLE (da?)
Figure 14: Raw angular rates for all particles, all particles greater
than 5 GeV, all particles exiting the coarse calorimeter, and all
particles exiting the muon iron.

Figure 15: Ratea versus pt for particles exiting the muon iron in
the end (1° - 5") and central (5° - 90") regions.

The di-muon rate can be divided up into two components:
random overlaps of single-muon events and two muon events
coming from the same interaction. If we assume a 200 ns overlap
at the intitial trigger, then the raw di-muon rate is dominated
by overlaps and is about 8 kHz for angles greater than 5 degrees.
For evenU from the same bunch crossing, the rate is dominated
at larg»j angle or pi by di-muons from heavy quark decay. These
rates as a function of the minimum pi of the two muons (with
PH > Pu) are given in Table 5 for angles greater than 1 and 5
degrees.



Table 5
Di-Muon Rates

A. Minimum -Angle Both Muons > 1°
Minimum pt\ ;
Minimum ptj 1

0 '
10
25 ;
50

B. Minimum
Minimum pu
Minimum pti ,

o !
10 i
25
50

0

1.6 MHi i

j

Angle Bott
0

1000 Hs !
i

10

2000
100

25

. 200
30
10

1

I Muona >
10

350 I
80 j

25

50
20
10

50

30
5

i 1
1 .2

5°
50 '

• 1 0 i

1 1

i 1 I
' 2 '

Table 8
Trigger Rates from QCD

Sources for W and Z Muonic Decays

Z

Cuta
M~

#„!
Ptl
TO

Ml

" 1

and M
> 4°,0M2
> 25,p,2

< W u w <
Isolated
I solated

' — (i.'J

> -*0,

> 10
110

QCD
' Rate

20 Hz

.5 Hi
< .SilO-'
< 5 i l0 -

W

' Cuts
/ j r or ^i~

Oil •> 4 ° ,

PtM > 2 5

35 < MT <
1 : M Isolated

— Hi/

:

120

QCD
Rate

600 Hz

20 Hz
< .2 Hz

Isolations ET < 20 GtV in <5R < .4

The calculation of the muon trigger rate due to cosmic ray3
starts from the measurements of the flux5. The flux above the
average energy loaa in penetrating a 1.5 GeV '"ceiling" plus the
central iron is about 40/mJ/sec or about 4 kHz for a 100m2

detector. Requiring the cosmic ray to point to the vertex in
the bend and non-bend view cuts the cosmic rate by more than
10'*, giving & contribution to the trigger well below 1 Hi.

Finally, we can consider the muon trigger rate for W's and
Z's. The rates from QCD production are shown in Table 8.

The missing pt and effective transverse mass (Mr) for the
single muon events are ahown in Figure 18. An ideal detector
with coverage from - 5 < rj < 5 was aasumpd. The isolation
requirement of ET < 20 GeV within a cone of A R < A was
found to reduce the QCD rate by much more than the factor of
100 used in Table 8. Essentially only t-quark decays are isolated.
The resultant trigger rates from QCD sources for W and Z of
2 Hi and 10"4 Hz are well below the 16 Hz rate for W — ^u
and the 2 Hz rate for Z° — up.

100
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100

>

X

MISSING P, (GaV/e)

Figure 16: The missing p, (17a) and MT (17b) distributions for
single muona with $„ > 4» and pllt > 25 GcV/e.
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Forward Muon Signal*

Muon identification and momentum analysis at polar angles
of a few degrees is essential for the efficient observation of new
gauge bosons and of electroweak boson pair production . A
•.orodial magnetic spectrometer such as the one shown in Fig.
1 is a natural detector in the forward region. The background
rates at small angles are expected to be quite high, however,
and triggering may be problematic. In order to reject quickly
low p, background muons and to identify high Pi signal muons
with small magnetic bends, track reconstruction at level 1 using
drift time information is desirable. The problem of triggering on
forward muon signals in the face of possible catastrophic energy
losses and high background rates are considered in this section.

Energy Loss.

Soft showers and delta rays accompanying a high energy
muon require redundancy in track sampling. The experimental
and theoretical understanding of energy loss by muons above
the critical energy (330 GeV in iron) was reviewed in a recent
workshop31. As shown in an earlier section of the paper, the
mean energy loss of a 1 TeVmuoni9 approximately 10 MaV/jm-
cm1 and is dominated by bremstrahlung and direct pair produc-
tion leading to soft electromagnetic showers, with nuclear inter-
actions contributing about 1/10 of the total. In four meters of
iron, the muon loses about 3 percent of its enerjy or 30 GeV.
The distribution of energy losses has a width small compared
to the expected contribution (of order 10%) to momentum reso-
lution from multiple Coulomb scattering. A catastophic energy
loss occurs a few percent of the time. Such an event is a urecov-
erable except perhaps in a costly calorimetric detector,

The effect of shower particles on tracking and on the trig-
ger depends on the exact configuration of the steel and detec-
tors and detailed simulation studies are required to understand
the performance of any particular detector. However, it appears
reasonable that detector stations should be separated by greater
:han .5 m in order to decouple the showers. An air gap sepa-
rating the detector from the steel allows accompanying particles
to separate from the track and of course multiple wire laytrs at
each station are helpful in sorting out multiple hits. The fact
that delta rays tend to follow negative muona in a magnetic field
and separate from positive muona may bias a muon asymmetry
analysis; this hazard requires careful study.

A fast trigger processor is probably incapable of tracking
through hit clusters. Consequently, sufficient detector stations
must be provided to ensure a minimum number of clean hits. A
GEANT 3.0 simulation of 1 TeV muon propagation in magneti-
cally saturated iron was performed to determine this number. It
was found that for five detector stations each following one me-
ter of steel, at least 3 stations were clean for 97% of the events.
While further study of this problem is needed, the result indi-
cates that at least this much redundancy is required for accurate
track reconstruction in the trigger.

Background Rejection

As discussed earlier in this report, the background rate is
dominated by decays in Sight. A single muon Pe threshold of 50
GeV/'c and a dimuon threshold of 20 GeV/c are neccessary to
reduce the trigger rate to an acceptable level. Consider a spec-
trometer containing four 1 meter thick iron toroids located 20

meters from the interaction point behind 2 meters iron equiva-
lent of forward calorimetry. Following the example of the CDF
forward muon system32, chambers are assumed to have the form
of 15 degree wedges with wires tracking chorda of concentric
circles so as to measure drift along the radial bend direction.

The flux of real muons from decay in flight is limited by the
6 GeV energy loss in the iron. Assuming 4 cm wide drift cells, a
simple phase space model for particle production" leads to the
estimates of the rates per cell shown in Table 7. A 100 KHz
rate per cell with a 200 ns drift window corresponds to a 2%
probability of an accidental extra hit.

Table 7
Muon rates from decay in Sight in forward spectrometer"

Polar angle
(Degrees)

7 7

' * . t.

5.7
15.4

Front cell
1 (kHz)
! 123
i 1 0 ;

I 8 2
1 18

Rear cell
(kHx)

I ' ;

57
13
.2

The displacement of a track from the infinite momentum
trajectory for p, of 20 GeV/c is 2.8 mm and 21 mm at polar
angles of .77 degrees and 5.7 degrees respectively. The trigger
scheme used in CDF requires hits in projective drift cells of
size proportional to polar angle. This requirement leads to a
constant p, threshold in the trigger. For a relatively modest p,
threshold of 20 GeV/c, such a scheme requires an impractical
cell size and an exorbitant number of channels. It is therefore
likely that a uniform drift cell size would be selected and drift
'.imes would be used in the trigger.

Trigger

An effective trigger in the forward region must take advan-
tage of the full resolution of the detector. To avoid duplication
of electronics, it is preferable that the TDC information be avail-
able to the trigger at Level 1. The relatively high rates must be
dealt with by appropriate segmentation; multihit TDC'3 and a
trigger engine are dedicated to each trigger tower with t wer size
chosen to accommodate the rate. For a nonmultiplexed fast trig-
ger, this rate is determined to be less than or of order 100 KHz
in order to avoid ambiguities caused by multiple occupancy. The
trigger must be able to throw out planes with a large number of
hits caused by showers and determine the momentum from the
remaining hits.
Multiplicity

l_

Multiplicity

Figure 17: Analog Least Squares Track Processor



A. possible analog approach, to the pattern recognition prob-
lem is shown in Figure 17 The wire and time information is
assumed provided to the trigger engine fo- each plane in the
form of the distance of the hit from the beamline. Assuming
a uniform cell size chosen such that the maxim'im drift time is
a power of 2, this requirement is easily met, provided the left-
right ambiguity problem is solved by either mean-timer circuits
on pairs of staggered cells or by the use of doublet sense wires3'1

(The determination of the bucket number from the drift iimes in
staggered cells is possible but not essential at this point: a tune
offset generates only a small uniform translation of the track).

The trigger processor performs a fast analog least-squares
fit to the hit coordinates as follows. Because the solution to a
linear least-squares fit for the vector of the track parameters as
well as the vector of residuals is linear in the measured coordi-
nates, the determination of the track parameters a.nd residuals
reduces to the multiplication of the vector of coordinates by a
known matrix. This may be accomplished compactly with a set
of multiplying Digital-to-Analog converters followed by a linear
sum. The speed of the calculation \a determined by the settling
time of the DAC which is of order 250 ns for 1% accuracy35. The
vertex, incident angle and inverse momentum are determined in
parallel as anJog levels which may be compared to fixed levels
to provide a fast trigger and/or digitized for use in a higher level
trigger. The sum of the absolute values of the residuals may be
used as-a track quality statistic.

The ability to discrimate against showers is provided aa fol-
lows: A multiplicity bit accompanying each hit is used to select
for the fit only clean hits; the matrix used in the fit (represented
by the input currents to the multiplying DAC's) depends on
the number and position along the beamline of the hits and is
selected from a RAM using the multiplicity word.

A calculation of the matrices for a five plane spectrometer
with four 1-meter toroids separated by .2 meters shows that
the linea? fit is a quite adequate approximation and (as should
be expected), the dynamic range of the matrix elements is not
large. Tests of a prototype circuit are being contemplated to
understand the noise limitations.

Conclusion!

Major difficulties in identifying forward muon signals in an
iron spectrometer are presented by the accompanying energy
and the high rates. Preliminary work indicates that both of
these problems may be solved by appropriate redundancy and
segmentation. A fast trigger, at close to the full detector resolu-
tion, may be possible even under high luminosity conditions. A
very detailed sunulation is required to demonstrate the validity
of these ideas.
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